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01 Quick Activity
Grab your pencils/pens!

02 Rules for Reuse
How much are you willing for folks to do?

03 CC Licenses
What Are They? How do they Work?

04 Learn More
creativecommons.org
Get Creative!

Grab a Pencil/Pen and Create an Image representing your favorite food
A few decisions

Your work
Title
Creator
Where it Lives

Others?
How can others use this?
What are you willing for others to do with your work?
Creative Commons Licenses. What Are They? How do They Work?
Meet the CC Group! 6 Licenses

CC BY
Do Whatever.
Provide Attribution

CC BY-NC
Do Whatever
Provide Attribution
No Commercial Activities

CC BY-SA
Do Whatever
Provide Attribution
Share it out w/ Same

CC BY-NC-ND
May Use As IS
Provide Attribution

CC BY
Do Whatever.
Provide Attribution

CC BY-NC-SA
Do Whatever
No Commercial Activity
Share it out w/ Same
Provide Attribution

CC BY-NC-ND
May Use As IS
No Commercial Activity
Provide Attribution
M ost Open

Public Domain

Attribution

Attribution - Share Alike

Attribution - NoDerivs

Attribution - NonCommercial

Attribution - NonCommercial Share Alike

Attribution - NonCommercial NoDerivs

L east Open
OER & CC

5 R’s

- Retain
- Reuse
- Revise
- Remix
- Redistribute
Thanks!

Comments/Questions?

dcannonrech@georgiasouthern.edu
georgiasouthern.libguides.com/nocostlowcost
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